[Mental disorders after amputation of the extremities].
Analysis of the dynamics of the disorders has shown that in the acute period following trauma, the patients' status was "abnormal personality in nature, being determined by affective and shock reaction in the hyperkinetic and hypokinetic forms. The subacute period was characterized by the predominance of posttraumatic stress disorders (PTSD), whereas the long-term posttraumatic period by personality disorders pertaining to the asthenic (type I) and asthenic (type II) sphere. The clinical characteristics of type I patients was determined by a range of asthenic, psychasthenic, autistic, sensitive, subdepressive, and hystero-conversion disorders, whereas from the clinicopsychological standpoint, by a high level of somatization, anxiety, depressive disorders, with the aggressiveness level corresponding with normal. It has been established that social rehabilitation of such patients requires measures aimed at an increase of the activity and improvement of communicative functions. Hypoparanoic, excitable and ++hystero-histrionic disorders were common to type II cases. Clinical and psychological examinations have revealed a high level of aggressiveness and anxiety, depressive disorders; somatization was found to be within normal. Social rehabilitation of such patients is to be reduced to a great measure to the correction of deformed personality lines.